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ABSTRACT

Keywords

We show that quantum computers improve on the best known
classical algorithms for matrix inversion (and singular value
decomposition) as far as space is concerned. This adds to
the (still short) list of important problems where quantum
computers are of help.
Specifically, we show that the inverse of a well conditioned
matrix can be approximated in quantum logspace with intermediate measurements. This should be compared with
the best known classical algorithm for the problem that requires Ω(log2 n) space. We also show how to approximate
the spectrum of a normal matrix, or the singular values of
an arbitrary matrix, with  additive accuracy, and how to
approximate the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a
matrix whose singular values are well separated.
The technique builds on ideas from several previous works,
including simulating Hamiltonians in small quantum space
(building on [2] and [10]), treating a Hermitian matrix as
a Hamiltonian and running the quantum phase estimation
procedure on it (building on [5]) and making small space
probabilistic (and quantum) computation consistent through
the use of offline randomness and the shift and truncate
method (building on [8]).
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In 1996 Peter Shor presented a quantum algorithm for factoring that is exponentially faster than the best currently
known classical algorithm for the problem [9]. Since then
other quantum algorithms offering time speedup over the
best known classical algorithm have been found (see [1]). In
this work we present a quantum algorithm for matrix inversion whose space complexity is quadratically better than the
best currently known classical algorithm for the problem.
Matrix inversion is a fundamental operation in Linear Algebra, equivalent to solving a general system of linear equations. As such, matrix inversion and variants (as sparse matrix inversion) have been heavily studied in various computational models, including sequential and parallel complexity, space bounded complexity and Boolean and arithmetic
circuit complexity.
As far as space bounded complexity goes, matrix inversion
is complete for the class DET of all functions L–reducible
to the determinant of an integer matrix [4, Proposition 5.2],
and therefore belongs to the class DSPACE(O(log2 n)). In
particular, a logspace algorithm for matrix inversion would
collapse DET to L and since
L ⊆ RL ⊆ NL ⊆ DET,
this would imply L = RL = NL = DET, which would constitute a major earthquake in our understanding of space
bounded computation. Indeed, as of today, no known algorithm solves matrix inversion with o(log2 n) space.
Matrix inversion is not numerically stable. The problem
appears for invertible matrices A that are close to being singular, or, equivalently, matrices A whose smallest singular
value sn (A) is close to zero. The condition number of the
, where s1 (A) and sn (A) are respecmatrix A, κ(A) = ssn1 (A)
(A)
tively the largest and smallest singular values of A, measures
the numerical stability of inverting A.
Using a beautiful technique, Harrow, Hassidim and Lloyd
[5] showed that given an n × n matrix A that is sparse and
well conditioned (i.e., its condition number is not too small),
and given b ∈ Cn , one can approximate certain predicates
on x = A−1 b with a quantum machine, exponentially faster
than with a classical machine. The set of predicates that can
be computed that way is restricted, and consists of pred-

icates that correspond to efficient measurements on an n
dimensional Hilbert space.
In this work we develop a space bounded variant of the
idea. There are several delicate issues in defining space
bounded computation in general, and quantum space bounded
computation in particular, and we discuss these issues and
previous work in Section 2. Roughly speaking, following
[10], we consider deterministic logspace computations that
also use O(log n) qubits. The control of the machine (i.e.,
its δ function) is classical, and may invoke unitary transformations from the set {HAD, CNOT, T, M} on the qubits,
where M is a measurement in the standard computational
basis, i.e., our model allows intermediate measurements. We
prove that in this model approximating the inverse can be
done in quantum logspace. Namely:
Theorem 1.1. Fix (n) , ζ(n) > 0. There exists a
BQ · SPACE(O(log n+log −1 +log ζ −1 )) algorithm that given
an n×n matrix A with 1 ≥ s1 (A) ≥ sn (A) ≥ ζ, outputs with
probability 1− a matrix approximating A−1 with  accuracy
in the `1 norm.
We remark that even though we only approximate the
inverse A−1 , we still achieve something that is not known
today with classical computation, and as far as we know all
current classical algorithms for the task require Ω(log2 n)
space complexity.
We also show that if in addition the singular values of A
are well separated from each other, then using about the
same quantum space complexity, we can decompose A into
e , Ve and D
e that are
its SVD, i.e., we can output matrices U
close to the correct SVD A = U DV , with U, V being unitary
and D positive and diagonal. Formally,
Theorem 1.2. Fix (n) , ζ(n) > 0. There exists a
BQ · SPACE(O(log n+log −1 +log ζ −1 )) algorithm that given
an n×n matrix A with singular values si such that |si −sj | ≥
e , Ve
ζ for all i 6= j, outputs with probability 1 −  matrices U
e
e
and D such that U is  close to a unitary matrix U , Ve is
e is  close to a positive,
 close to a unitary matrix V , D
diagonal matrix D and A = U DV .
In particular it follows that given A one can approximate
the singular values of A with  additive accuracy using only
O(log n + log −1 + log ζ −1 ) quantum space. This stands
in sharp contrast to the best deterministic or probabilistic
algorithms we know today that require Ω(log2 n) space.
We remark that the quadratic gap between the quantum
space complexity and the currently best classical space complexity is best possible. From [10] it follows that the classical
result BPL ⊆ DSPACE(O(log2 n)) generalizes to BQL ⊆
DSPACE(O(log2 n)), and a similar result was shown before by Watrous [11] for another variant of quantum space–
bounded computation.
Finally, we sketch some of the main ingredients of the
technique. First, it is a simple observation that w.l.o.g A
is Hermitian (see the proofs of Theorem 1.1 in Section 6.3
and Theorem 1.2 in Section 6.2). Assume H is Hermitian
with eigenvectors v1 , . . . , vN and corresponding eigenvalues
λ1 , . . . , λN . Further assume that the eigenvalues are well
separated, i.e., there exists some constant c s.t. for all i 6= j,
|λi − λj | ≥ n−c .
The first observation, building on [5], is that if we can
simulate U = eiH space-efficiently, then we can use phase estimation to sample a random eigenvector of H (represented

as a pure state in the n-dimensional Hilbert space defined
by the log(n) qubits) together with its eigenvalue. Indeed,
in Section 4 we show, building on work from [2] and [10],
that U = eiH can be approximated in small quantum space.
Our next step is showing how to approximate all the eigenvalues of H. For this purpose we show that the phase estimation process can be made consistent in the sense that
the output of the quantum machine is almost always the
same, depending on some few random bits that are kept
fixed throughout the computation (which, following [8], we
call offline randomness) and the input. The main point is
that the output (almost always) does not depend on the
internal random coins, or the measurements outcome. We
heavily use here the shift and truncate technique developed
by Saks and Zhou [8] in the classical setting, and we ”lift” it
to superpositions in the quantum setting. We explain this
part in Sections 2.1 and 5.2.
Having that we can prepare a fixed mixed state that is
uniformly distributed over {vi , λi }, and moreover, each time
we get result λi we are in the same pure-state vi . Therefore, we can apply quantum state tomography to learn in
parallel, and hence in quantum low-space, the eigenvector
vi . In Section 6.1 we show that quantum state tomography can be made to run in small quantum space. Knowing
both {vi } and {λi }, we can output in BQL (which is the
class quantum logspace with bi-sided bounded error) a unitary matrix U and a positive, diagonal matrix D such that
H = U DU † . Consequently, we can also output H in BQL.
Moreover, when H is well-conditioned we can also output
H −1 = U D−1 U † in BQL. Doing the general case (where
eigenvalues are not necessarily separated) is more involved,
and yields the entries of H −1 but not the SVD H = U † DU .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
and define quantum space bounded computation. In Section
2.1 we explain the shift and truncate method of [8] and how
to use it to make probabilistic and quantum computations
consistent. We also explain why consistency allows composition of space bounded machines. In Section 3 we give
background on matrix exponentiation and Trotter’s formula.
In Section 4 (and Appendix A) we prove eiH can be simulated in small quantum space. In Section 5 we explain how
to approximate in small space the spectrum of a given matrix. In section 6.1 we prove quantum state tomography is
possible in small quantum space. Finally, in Section 6.2 we
show how to decompose and invert a well-conditioned matrix whose singular values are well-separated, and in Section
6.3 we do the general case.

2.

SPACE BOUNDED COMPUTATION

A deterministic space-bounded Turing machine has three
semi-infinite tapes: an input tape that contains the input
and is read-only; a work tape that is read-write and an
output tape that is write only and is unidirectional, i.e.,
it behaves like a printer and there is no access to previously printed bits. The time complexity is, as usual, the
number of transition steps the TM performs on an input,
and the space complexity is the number of cells on the
work tape, i.e., we don’t count the input tape (that never
changes) and the output tape (that is accessible only for
printing the output) in the space complexity. With that
we
S define DTimeSpace(t(n), s(n)) and DSPACE(s(n)). L =
c DSPACE(c log(n)).
A probabilistic space-bounded Turing machine is similar

to the deterministic machine except that it can also toss
random coins. One convenient way to formulate this is by
adding a fourth semi-infinite tape, the random-coins tape,
that is read-only, unidirectional (i.e., we do not provide free
access to previously tossed coins) and is initialized with perfectly uniform bits. We are only concerned with bounded error computation: we say a language is accepted by a probabilistic TM if for every input in the language the acceptance
probability is higher than 2/3, and for every input not in
the language it is at most 1/3. As usual the acceptance
probability can be amplified as long as there is some nonnegligible gap between the acceptance probability of yes and
no instances. This defines BP · TimeSpace(t(n), s(n)) and
BP · SPACE(s(n)).
Another way of defining space-bounded computations is
by L–uniform bounded-depth circuits. The circuit model is
more restricted than the TM model because in the circuit
model computation is oblivious to the computation history,
whereas in the TM model computation at time t depends on
the computation history. NCk denotes the class of languages
accepted by L–uniform polynomial-size circuits of O(logk n)
depth, where the allowed operations come from a finite universal set of bounded fan-in gates, typically {AND, OR, NOT}.
ACk is the same, except that the allowed operations are
{AND, OR, NOT} with unbounded fan-in. It holds that:
AC0 ( NC1 ⊆ L ⊆ BPL ⊆ NC2 .
In the quantum model we introduce another tape, the
quantum work tape, replacing the random-coins tape. The
quantum work tape is semi-infinite and contains quantum
bits. A universal basis for quantum computation requires
2-qubit operations. There are several ways to allow this,
and following [10] we allow two heads over the quantum
work tape. We restrict the set of allowed quantum operations to the universal set {HAD, CNOT, T}, and the set of
allowed measurements to a projection in the standard basis,
which we denote M. The transition function is classical, and
there are four special states that invoke, respectively, HAD,
CNOT, T and M, on the one or two qubits that are below
the quantum work tape heads.
The main dilemma concerning the definition of quantum
computation is whether to allow intermediate measurements
or not. In quantum time-bounded computation all measurements may be deferred to the end by invoking the safe storage principle. This technique, however, may exponentially
increase the space complexity of the computation. Currently, it is still an open problem whether allowing intermediate measurements increases the computational power
of the model. Thus, one has to decide whether to allow intermediate measurements or not. Earlier work, like [11, 12,
13], does not allow intermediate measurements. Later work
notes that currently envisioned quantum systems consist of
classical control calling upon quantum operations, and such
systems allow intermediate measurements. This is also the
model we work with. For a thorough discussion of these
issues and previous work see the discussion in [10], and in
particular Section 2 therein.
To summarize, in the quantum model we have four semiinfinite tapes: an input tape, a classical work tape, a quantum
work tape and an output tape. The input, output and classical work tapes are classical, and obey the same rules as in
the classical model. The quantum work tape contains qubits
and has multiple-heads. The control of the system (i.e.,

the transition function) is classical and may invoke operations from {HAD, CNOT, T, M}, thus allowing intermediate
measurements. Only cells in the classical work and quantum work tapes are counted in the space complexity. We
only deal with bounded error computations, and we define
BQ
S · TimeSpace(t(n), s(n)), BQ · SPACE(s(n)) and BQL =
c BQ · SPACE(c log(n)) in the natural way.
Finally, we also have the more restricted model of L–
uniform quantum circuits. We say a language A (or a function f ) is computed by DSPACE(s(n))–uniform, quantum
circuits of width w(n) if there exist DSPACE(s(n))–uniform
quantum circuits over w(n) qubits, deciding A (or computing f ). The set of allowed transformations (or ”gates”) is
{HAD, CNOT, T}, and projections in the standard basis are
allowed only at the end. Clearly, any such language is contained in BQ · SPACE(O(s(n) + w(n))). The definitions can
obviously be generalized to allow errors.

2.1

Probabilistic machines with a deterministic output

Often we are interested in computing a value (like acceptance probability, an entry in a matrix or the whole matrix) and are only able to approximate it with a probabilistic
(or a quantum) machine. For example, assume there exists
some value u = u(x) ∈ R that is determined by the input
x ∈ {0, 1}n , and there exists a probabilistic TM M (x, y)
such that:
∀x∈{0,1}n

Pr [ |M (x, y) − u(x)| ≥ δ ] ≤ .
y

(1)

Loosely speaking, we can say M approximates u with δ
accuracy and  error. However, different coin tosses of M
may lead to different results. In particular, it is not true
that there exists a function u0 such that M computes u0 and
|u0 (x) − u(x)| ≤ , because the definition of M computing u0
requires that for every input x, M outputs u0 (x) with probability 1−, and does not allow u0 to depend on y. The above
problem is not only syntactic. It also implies that when we
compose reductions we cannot assume that the bottom level
always returns the same value. This may, or may not, constitute a problem, depending on the properties required by
the top level, but it always complicates arguments.
This situation appears in [8]. The argument there starts
with the observation that a probabilistic machine can approximate some acceptance probability (and therefore some
transition matrix) and it is critical to make sure this approximation almost always depends on the input alone and not
on the machine’s random coins. To guarantee this, [8] use a
shift and truncate method. The idea is as follows. Typically,
when M (x, y) and u(x) are δ 0 close, truncating M (x, y) and
u(x) to δ  δ 0 accuracy gives the same value. To make
it concrete, think of δ 0 = 10−10 , δ = 10−5 and u(x) =
0.123456789123456789. In fact, this is true for all values
u(x) except for those that lie δ 0 close to a border between
two truncation results (e.g., u = 0.123450000000000000001
in the example above). The idea is to shift the approximation sections by a random multiple of δ 0 not exceeding
δ. Thus, with a high probability over the shift we are not
close to a δ 0 -boundary, and therefore the probabilistic algorithm almost always outputs the correct truncated result.
I.e., once we fix a good shift (and almost all shifts are good)
our approximation is good and depends only on the input

(and the fixed shift) and not on the machine’s random coins.
We now make this formal:

3.
3.1

Lemma 2.1. (based on [8]) Suppose M (x, y) approximates
n
u(x) with δ accuracy and  error using O(log( δ
)) space,
i.e., Equation (1) holds. Let ζ > 0 be arbitrary. Then,
there exists another probabilistic algorithm M 0 (x, y; s) with
n
|y| = O(log( δζ
)) and |s| = O(log( ζ1 )), and there exists a
0
function u (x, s) such that:
• For all s: |u0 (x, s) − u(x)| ≤ δ.
• Prs [ Pry ( M 0 (x, y; s) = u0 (x, s) ) < 1 −  ] ≤ ζ.
Proof: We first describe the algorithm. Set δ 0 = δζ
and let
2
L = b ζ2 c = b δδ0 c. Pick the shift s randomly from {1, . . . , L}
and fix it. Divide R to the consecutive sections sδ 0 ±[kδ, (k +
1)δ) for k ∈ Z (e.g., [sδ 0 − δ, sδ 0 ) and [sδ 0 , sδ 0 + δ) are sections). Then run M with δ 0 accuracy and return the section
to which M (x, y) belongs.
For correctness, say a shift s is good for u if u is δ 0 away
from a boundary, i.e., there exists a section [c, d) such that
u ∈ [c+δ 0 , d−δ 0 ). As Lδ 0 < δ, for every u there exist at most
2 shifts that bring it δ 0 close to a boundary, and therefore
the probability a shift is not good is at most L2 ≤ ζ. For a
good shift, the probability over the random coins of M that
the output is the section to which u belongs is at least 1 − 
(because u is δ 0 away from a boundary), the section number
depends only on u and the fixed shift s, and any point within
the section (in particular, say, its middle point) is δ close to
u.
Thus, throughout the computation we have two kinds of
random bits: those that we toss and keep (like the random
shift) which Saks and Zhou term offline random bits and
those that we toss and forget (like all other random bits
used by M ). When we say we fix the shift, we mean that it
is offline randomness: we toss the coins and keep it in memory throughout the computation. Subsequently, all offline
random bits have to be counted in the algorithm’s space
complexity. Clearly, the same idea applies without change
to quantum machines that have probabilistic, classical output. In Section 5.2 we employ a similar idea for quantum
machines with a quantum output.
We remark that we can compose probabilistic (or quantum) bounded-space reductions together, as long as they
almost surely output some fixed classical result that does
not depend on the machine’s randomness. I.e., assume we
have two reductions A1 and A2 that given any input xi (for
i = 1, 2) use offline randomness si , true randomness ri and
with probability 1 − i output a fixed value Ai (xi , si ) that
does not depend on ri . Then A2 (A1 (x1 , r1 ; s1 ), r2 ; s2 ) is with
probability 1−1 −2 the fixed value A2 (A1 (x, s1 ), s2 ). Moreover, if Ai runs in space complexity si then the composed
algorithm A2 ◦ A1 runs in space O(s1 + s2 ). Thus, we can
compose a constant number of logarithmic-space reductions,
while still maintaining logarithmic space bound.
Finally, we mention that Ambainis [3] also used consistent
phase estimation (which he calls unique-answer eigenvalue
estimation). However, Ambainis’ method is specific for the
phase estimation problem, and only works for the classical
output of the quantum phase estimation procedure.

TROTTER’S FORMULA
Norms

P
2 1/2
. The speckvk is the `2 norm, kvk = ( n
j=1 |vj | )
tral norm of a linear transformation T is defined by kT k =
ψk
. For any two matrices, kABk ≤ kAk · kBk.
maxψ6=0 kT
kψk
Another characterization of the spectral norm is as follows:
kT k is the largest singular value of the linear operator T . In
particular, if T is normal then kT k equals the largest absolute value of its eigenvalues. If U is unitary, kU k = 1. For
a general n × n matrix A = (ai,j ) we have kAk∞ ≤ kAk ≤
n2 kAk∞ where kAk∞ = maxi,j |ai,j |.
The trace norm of an operator T with singular values
s1 (T ) ≥ . . . ≥ sn (T ) ≥ 0 is
kAktr =

n
X

si (A).

i=1

Clearly, kAk ≤ kAktr ≤ n kAk. The trace norm satisfies
kA ⊗ Bktr = kAktr kBktr . The trace norm of a density matrix is 1, and the if two density matrices ρ1 , ρ2 are close
in the trace norm, i.e., kρ1 − ρ2 ktr ≤ , then no physical
process can separate them with more than  distinguishing
probability (see, e.g., [7, Chapter 9]).

3.2

Matrix exponentiation

If M is Normal it has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors {vj } with corresponding eigenvalues {λj }, and can be
expressed as
X
λj |vj ihvj |
M=
j

P
For a function f : C → C, f (M ) = j f (λj ) |vj ihvj | and
shares the same eigenvector basis with M . In particular,
this defines eM . If H is Hermitian then its eigenvalues are
real and hence eiH is unitary.

3.3

The formula

Consider the sum A + B of two Hermitian matrices A and
B. We are interested in writing the unitary matrix ei(A+B)
in terms of eiA and eiB . If A and B commute, this is simple:
we have ei(A+B) = eiA · eiB . If the two matrices do not
commute, Trotter’s formula gives a way to do this:
lim (eiA/L eiB/L )L

L→∞

= ei(A+B)

In words, it says that if we interleave short executions of
A and B, then in the limit we get an execution of A + B.
For our purpose we need to quantify the error as a function
of L, and for that we use Equation (4.104) from [7],
e2δi(A+B) − eδiA e2δiB eδiA

≤ O(δ(kAk + kBk))3 (2)
P
We also need to deal with matrices H = m Hm that are
sums of more than two Hermitian matrices. The following
lemma is taken from [2]:
Lemma
3.1. Let Hm be Hermitian, m = 1, . . . , M and
P
H = M
m=1 Hm . Further assume for every 1 ≤ k ≤ ` ≤ M
P`
1
we have
m=k Hm ≤ Λ. Let δ < 4 and define
Uδ = [eδiH1 · eδiH2 · . . . · eδiHM ] · [eδiHM · eδiHM −1 · . . . · eδiH1 ] (3)

b 1 c

Then kUδ 2δ − eiH k ≤ O(Λδ + M δ 2 Λ3 ).
Notice that for every fixed M and Λ, the error term goes
down to zero with δ. In the application we pick δ in such a
way that the above error term is polynomially small.

4.

SIMULATING eiH WITH SMALL WIDTH
QUANTUM CIRCUITS
In this section we prove:

Theorem 4.1. There exists a deterministic algorithm that
given  > 0 and an n×n Hermitian matrix H with kHk ≤ 1,
outputs a quantum circuit over dlog ne qubits that  approximates eiH in the spectral norm.1 Moreover, the algorithm
runs in DSPACE(O(log n + log −1 )).
The unitary transformation U = eiH acts on a dimension n vector space, and we think of it as acting on dlog ne
qubits. As the set {HAD, CNOT, T} is universal, there exists a quantum circuit approximating U using only such
gates. The challenge in proving Theorem 4.1 is producing
such a circuit deterministically in small space. The standard
existence proof (see, e.g., [7]) goes through the following
steps:
1. First, it is shown that U can be exactly expressed as a
product Uk . . . U1 of unitaries, where each Ui is a twolevel unitary. A two-level transformation is a transformation that acts non-trivially on a 2 × 2 subspace
Wk,` = Span{|ki , |`i} spanned by two vectors in the
computational basis, and is identity on the orthogonal
complement.

Claim 4.1. There is a way to decompose H into H =
Pn2 /2
m=1 Hm where each Hm is a two-level Hermitian matrix
and kHm k ≤ kHk.
Proof: (of claim) The decomposition is as follows: for k < `
let H{k,`} be the matrix that is the same as H at entries
(k, `) and (`, k) and zero otherwise. Also, for odd k let H{k}
be the same as H at entries (k, k) and (k + 1, k + 1) and
zero otherwise.
 Each matrixin the decomposition is either
0
Hk,`
of the form
for some k, ` and has norm
∗
Hk,`
0


Hk,k
o
|Hk,` |, or of the form
for some k and
0
Hk+1,k+1
has norm max {|Hk,k |, |Hk+1,k+1 |}. Thus, maxm kHm k =
maxk,` |Hk,` | = kHk∞ ≤ kHk.
b 1 c

We approximate eiH with Uδ 2δ , where Uδ is as in Equa1
tion (3). This involves repeating b 2δ
c times the operator Uδ
which is a product of two-level unitary transformations.
We fix Λ = n2 and notice that for every 1 ≤ k ≤ ` ≤ M ,
P`
≤ (` − k + 1) kHk ≤ M ≤ n2 = Λ. We also
m=k Hm
b 1 c

fix δ = Θ(n−4 ). By Lemma 3.1, kUδ 2δ − eiH k ≤ O(Λ · δ +
M Λ3 · δ 2 ) ≤ .
The space complexity of the algorithm is as follows: we
1
need a counter up to b 2δ
c which consumes O(log 1/δ) =
O(log n + log 1/) bits, and we need space for implementing
Uδ that we analyze below. This completes the first step
reducing to a product of two-level unitary transformations.
We now claim:

2. Then, it is shown that each such transformation can
be computed exactly using CNOT and single-qubit operations.

Claim 4.2. For every two-level Hermitian matrix H and
every  > 0 there exists a quantum circuit with CNOT and
single-qubit gates  approximating eiH . Moreover, such a
circuit can be computed by a deterministic algorithm running
in time poly(n/) and space O(log n + log −1 ).

3. Finally, the Solovay-Kitaev Theorem asserts that any
single qubit transformation can be approximated using
{HAD, T} gates.

The proof appears in Appendix A. This reduces the problem to a product of CNOT and single-qubit operations. Finally, we use:

We need space-efficient variants of these three steps. The
second step goes without change to the space-efficient scenario (see Appendix A). The third step was recently done
by van Melkebeek and Watson ([10], see below). The first
step requires more work. The standard proof, that is concerned only with existence, or time-efficient computation,
goes through a process that is close in spirit to diagonalizing
matrices. It therefore seems unlikely that such a procedure
can work in deterministic logspace. Instead, we implement
the first step using a different approach. The main idea is
expressing the matrix H as the sum of many local Hermitian
matrices, and then applying Trotter formula that was stated
in Lemma 3.1, using similar machinery to that used in [2].
This is also the approach taken in [5] for the case where H
is a sparse, high-dimensional matrix. We now turn to the
formal proof:

Theorem 4.2. [10] For every unitary U acting on C2 and
every  > 0, there exists a sequence U1 , . . . , Uk ∈ {HAD, T}
with k ≤ poly(log −1 ) and a global phase factor eiθ such that
U − eiθ Uk · . . . · U1 ≤ . Moreover, such a sequence can
be computed by a deterministic algorithm running in time
poly(log −1 ) and space O(log −1 ), given as input  and a
matrix that is at distance at most f () from U , where f is a
certain fixed polynomial.

Proof: (of Theorem 4.1) Let H be as promised. We claim:
1

In fact, it follows that one can also get an approximation
in the `1 norm, as the two norms are within poly(n) multiplicative factor of each other.

The space complexity is therefore O(log n + log −1 ) for
1
counting up to b 2δ
c and reducing eiH to a product of Uδ .
Then for each two level unitary in the product (which requires a counter up to 2M ) we reduce the two-level unitary to a sequence of CNOT and single qubit operations,
which by Claim 4.2 requires O(log n + log −1 ) space. Finally, we reduce each single-qubit operation to a product
of single-qubit operations from our basis {HAD, T}, which
takes O(log −1 ) space by Theorem 4.2. Altogether the algorithm runs in O(log n + log 1/) space, and produces a
poly(n/) size quantum circuit over log n qubits that  approximates eiH as required.

5.
5.1

APPROXIMATING THE SPECTRUM OF
A HERMITIAN MATRIX

We use the phase estimation circuit as appearing, e.g.,
in [7, 6]. The circuit acts upon the input register I (of
dimension n) and the estimation register E (of dimension
T ). T is a function of n, the accuracy parameter δ and the
n
).
error parameter , and it is enough to choose T = poly( δ
2
3
T
The circuit has oracle calls to I, U, U , U , . . . , U , and we
assume that U k is implemented by k sequential calls to U .
n
The circuit uses poly(n, 1 , 1δ ) time and O(log δ
) space. Also
the circuit does not produce garbage.
The circuit has the property that if it makes oracle calls
to U = eiH and v is an eigenvector of U with eigenvalue
eλi then register E contains a good estimate of λ. More
formally, denote


j
FAR = j : 0 ≤ j ≤ T − 1 , |( π − λ)(mod2π)| ≥ δ ,
T
where the modulo operation returns a value in (−π, π]. Then,
the circuit maps the state |viI ⊗ 0 E to a state
|viI ⊗

βj |jiE

j=0

with the property that
X

|βj |2 ≤ .

(4)

j∈FAR

5.2

X

βj |jiE ⊗ |s(j)iS ],

j

Phase estimation

T
−1
X

= |viI ⊗ [

ψ

Consistent phase estimation

Property (4) allows estimating eigenvalues of H, and is
sufficient, e.g., for Theorem 5.1. However, as explained in
Sec 2.1, often we need the output to depend on the input
only, and not on the measurements the phase estimation
process does. The situation is similar to Lemma 2.1 except
that now we deal with superpositions and a quantum algorithm. Restating the problem, we would like to map each
eigenvector vi to a unique vector vi ⊗ |s(i)i, where s(i) is a
fixed classical value depending on vi only, such that from
s(i) we can get a good approximation of λi . We call this
consistent phase estimation.
We first describe the algorithm. We follow the same approach as in Lemma 2.1. Given n, , δ =  and ζ = n we set
δ 0 = δζ
and let L = b ζ2 c = b δδ0 c. We pick a shift s randomly
2
from {1, . . . , L} and fix it. Divide [−1 − sδ 0 , 1 + δ − sδ 0 ] to
consecutive sections of length δ. Then run the phase estimation algorithm with  error and δ 0 accuracy and write in
a new register S the section to which Tj belongs. Finally,
reverse the phase-estimation algorithm.
For correctness, say a shift s is good for an eigenvalue λ if
λ is δ 0 away from a boundary, i.e., there exists a section [c, d)
such that λ ∈ [c + δ 0 , d − δ 0 ). As Lδ 0 < δ, for every λ there
exist at most 2 shifts that bring it δ 0 close to a boundary,
and therefore the probability a shift is not good for λ is at
most L2 ≤ ζ. A shift is good if it is good for all eigenvalues
of H. We see that the probability s is not good is at most
nζ ≤ .
Now, fix a good shift s, and an eigenvector v with eigenvalue λ. After the phase estimation step, we are in the
superposition:

where s(j) is the section j belongs to.
As s is a good shift for v, λ is δ 0 away from a section
boundary, and therefore for every j 6∈ FAR, s(j) = s(λ)
where s(λ) is the section λ belongs to. I.e.,
X

= |vi ⊗ [

ψ

βj |ji ⊗ |s(λ)i +

j6∈FAR

X

βj |ji ⊗ |s(j)i],

j∈FAR

E
Thus, ψ has fidelity at least 1 −  with the ideal state ψ̇ :
ψ̇

E

= |vi ⊗ [

X

βj |ji] ⊗ |s(λ)i .

j

√
≤ O( ). Reversing
Etr
the phase-estimation process on ψ̇ leads to the state:
In particular,

|ψihψ| − ψ̇

|viI ⊗ 0

ED
ψ̇

E

⊗ |s(λ)iS .

We conclude that the procedure described above maps√
the
state v, 0, 0 I⊗E⊗S , when v is an eigenvector of U , O( )
close (in the trace distance) to the state v, 0, s(λ) . Notice
that s(λ) depends only on v and the fixed shift s, and that
e that is δ close to the real eigenvalue
s(λ) determines a value λ
n
)).
λ, as desired. The procedure runs in BQ · SPACE(O(log δζ

5.3

Approximating the spectrum

We begin this section showing that we can uniformly sample an eigenvalue of H. The main thing to notice here is the
way we prepare the input to the phase estimation procedure.
n
))–uniform
Theorem 5.1. There exists a DSPACE(O(log δ
n
quantum circuit using O(log δ
) qubits that given a Hermitian matrix H with eigenvalues 1 ≥ λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λn ≥ −1
outputs a value θ according to a distribution that is  close
to a distribution that samples i ∈ {1, . . . , n} uniformly at
random and outputs an element from [λi − δ, λi + δ].

Proof: The reduction outputs the phase estimation circuit
described above (with or without the random shifts), with
error parameter  and accuracy parameter δ. The operator
U is taken to be eiH . For the input to the phase estimation
problem (i.e. the initial value of register I) we choose |ki
with equal probability over k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
For correctness, let {vk } be the set of eigenvectors of H.
Notice that the reduced density matrix of the input register I is n1 I and is the same as when choosing vk with equal
probability. On input vk with eigenvalue eλk i the phase
estimation procedure outputs, w.h.p., an approximation of
λk (mod2π), as desired. The space complexity is immediate.
As a corollary we see that we can estimate the condition
number of well-conditioned matrices, and also prove a matrix is well-conditioned:
n
Corollary 5.1. There exists a BQ · SPACE(O(log α
))
algorithm that given a Hermitian matrix H with singular
values s1 = 1 and sn ≥ α, outputs a value θ such that

Pr[ |θ − sn | ≥ α/2 ] ≤ .

Proof: Run the sampling algorithm n2 times with α/2 accuracy and /n2 error, and output the smallest (approximation to) singular value seen.
Next we show how to approximate the whole spectrum
with additive accuracy. For that we use consistent phase
estimation (using random shifts) as described in Section 5.2.
We define:
Definition 5.1. A sequence µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ . . . ≥ µn α
additively-approximates a sequence λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λn if
for every i ∈ [n], |µi − λi | ≤ α. We denote this by µ ≈+α λ.
Theorem 5.2. There exists a BQ · SPACE(O(log n )) algorithm that given a Hermitian matrix H with eigenvalues
1 ≥ λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λn ≥ −1 , outputs a sequence µ such that
Pr[µ 6≈+α λ(A)] ≤ O().
1
Proof: W.l.o.g.  ≤ 4n
. Set T = n3 , δ = , ζ = n and
δζ
0
2
δ = 2 . Let L = b ζ c = b δδ0 c. We pick a shift s randomly
from {1, . . . , L} and fix it. Except for probability nζ = , s
is good for all eigenvalues of H.
Our basic procedure is the consistent phase estimation
algorithm described in Subsection 5.2, run with δ 0 accuracy,
 error and the fixed shift s. For each section, we run it
T times, each time we measure the section and count the
number S of times the approximated eigenvalue belongs to
the section. Our estimate for the number of eigenvectors in
the section is e
k = [ TS · n].
Fix a section with k (k ≥ 0) eigenvalues. For each eigenvalue, except for probability , the eigenvalue belongs to the
section if and only if the approximated eigenvalue belongs
there (because there are no eigenvalues δ 0 close to the border). Let Yi be the Boolean random variable that is 1 when
the i’th sampled approximated eigenvalue is in the section.
Denote µi = E(Yi ). Y1 , . . . , YT are independent, identically
distributed Boolean random variables and |µi − nk | ≤ . As
P
T
− E( Yi )| ≤ T  ≤ 4n
,
| kT
n

k
T
T| ≥
]
n
2n
X
X
T
].
≤ Pr[ |
Yi − E(
Yi )| ≥
4n
By the additive version of the Chernoff bound:
Pr[e
k 6= k] ≤ Pr[ |

Pr[e
k 6= k] ≤ 2e−

X

(1/4n)2
2

Yi −

T

2

≤ 2−Ω(T /n

)

≤ 2−Ω(n) .

The probability we err for some section is at most 1 2−Ω(n) ≤
. Otherwise, we output an  additive approximation of the
spectrum. Clearly, the procedure can be made to run in L
with oracle calls to the sampling procedure, which itself runs
in BQ · SPACE(O(log n )), completing the proof.
We remark that once we fix a good shift s, the output
of the procedure is deterministic in the sense that there is
a fixed sequence µ (depending only on H and s) that is 
close to λ and such that with probability 1 −  the quantum
algorithm outputs µ.

6.

INVERTING A WELL-CONDITIONED MATRIX

Assume H is Hermitian with eigenvectors v1 , . . . , vN and
corresponding eigenvalues λ1 , . . . , λN . Further assume that
the eigenvalues are well separated, i.e., there exists some
constant c s.t. for all i 6= j, |λi − λj | ≥ n−c . Then, using
techniques similar to those used in Section 5, we can prepare
a fixed mixed state that is evenly distributed over {vi , λi }
(for the precise statement see Section 6.2). In such a case, we
can use the fact that each time we get result λi we are in the
same pure-state vi , and apply quantum state tomography
to learn in parallel (and hence in quantum low-space) the
eigenvector vi . Knowing both {vi } and {λi }, we can output
in BQL a unitary matrix U and a positive, diagonal matrix
D such that H = U DU † . Consequently, we can also output
H in BQL. Moreover, when H is well-conditioned we can
also output H −1 = U D−1 U † in BQL.
In the general case, conditioned on getting result λ we are
in a uniform mixture over all eigenvectors having that eigenvalue. We can still use quantum state tomography to learn
the density matrix, but we do not know how to derive from
it in small space an eigenbasis. Instead, we use ideas from [5]
to approximate the operator H −1 , and then using quantum
state tomography we learn the matrix of the operator H −1 .
The section is organized as follows. In Subsection 6.1 we
state results from quantum state tomography in the boundedspace setting. In Subsection 6.2 we consider the case where
the eigenvalues are well-separated, and in Subsection 6.3 the
general case.

6.1

Quantum state tomography

Theorem 6.1. Suppose we can prepare as many copies
as we wish of some mixed-state with density matrix ρ ∈
HOM(Cn , Cn ). Furthermore, assume projections onto the
standard basis and two-level unitaries are of no cost. Then:
• There exists a probabilistic procedure running in time
poly( n ) and space O(log n ) that except for probability
2−n outputs a fixed matrix (depending only on ρ and
the offline randomness) that is O() close in the `1
norm to the matrix ρ = (ρi,j ).
• If, moreover,
kρ − |ψihψ|ktr ≤  for some pure state
P
ψ=
αi |ii, then the procedure also outputs (α1 , . . . , αn )
with success probability 1−2−n , O(n2 ) accuracy in the
`∞ norm and O(n3 ) accuracy in the `1 norm.
Proof: For every k, ` ∈ [n] we apply the following four
n mea- o
(i)
(i)
surements, described by the following four POVMs E1 , E2 ,
for i = 1, 2, 3, 4:
(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

1. E1 = |kihk|, E2 = I − E1 , which represents a
projection onto k, and its orthogonal complement,
2. E1 = |`ih`|, E2 = I − E1 , which represents a
projection onto `, and its orthogonal complement,
(3)

3. E1 = |+ih+|, E2 = I − E1 , where |+i = √12 [|ki +
|`i], which represents a projection onto |+i, and its
orthogonal complement, and,
(4)

(4)

(4)

4. E1 = |↑ih↑|, E2 = I − E1 , where |↑i = √12 [|ki +
i |`i], which represents a projection onto |↑i, and its
orthogonal complement.

Notice that all four measurements can be implemented by
a simple two-level unitary followed by a projection on the
standard basis. Let pi denote the probability of getting result 1 when applying the i’th measurement (for i = 1, 2, 3, 4).
By repeating the experiments poly(n/0 ) times, except for
probability 2−2n we approximate each pi with 0 accuracy,
for 0 = Θ(/n2 ). However,
p1

=

p2

=

p3
p4

(1)

Tr(E1 ρ) = ρk,k
(2)

Tr(E1 ρ) = ρ`,`
1
(3)
= Tr(E1 ρ) = [ρk,k + ρk,` + ρ`,k + ρ`,` ]
2
1
(4)
= Tr(E1 ρ) = [ρk,k − iρk,` + iρ`,k + ρ`,` ]
2

Thus, except for probability 2−n we approximate each the
four values ρk,k , ρk,` , ρ`,k , ρ`,` with O(0 ) accuracy. Doing
that for all possible k and ` we reconstruct ρ with O(0 )
accuracy in the `∞ norm, and therefore also with O(n2 0 ) =
O() accuracy in the `1 norm. Moreover, we can do that in
poly( n ) time and O(log n ) space.
For the second item, assume kρ − |ψihψ|ktr ≤ . Then the
measurements’ probabilities are only O() away from those
produced by the ideal state |ψihψ|. Thus, ρk,k is O() close
to |αk |2 , and the complex number ρk,` is O() close to αk α`∗
in the sense that the real (imaginary) part of ρk,` is O()
close to the real (imaginary) part of αk α`∗ .
Let k be the integer such that |αk | is the largest. W.l.o.g
we can assume αk is a positive real number. As Tr(ρ) = 1,
αk ≥ 1/n. By Claim 6.1, we approximate 1/αk with O(n2 )
accuracy. Also, for every other `, we can approximate αk α`∗
with O() accuracy. Together, we approximate α` with
O(n2 ) accuracy, thus recovering ψ with O(n2 ) accuracy
in the `∞ norm. We therefore also recover ψ with O(n3 ) in
the `1 norm.
If ρ has high rank, learning a basis for ρ is equivalent
to finding an eigenvector basis to a general positive-definite
matrix, and we do not know how to do that in small quantum
space.
Finally, we state without a proof the easy claim:
Claim 6.1. Let ∆ ≥ 2 > 0. Let θ > ∆ and assume
e ≤ . Than, | 1 − 1 | ≤ 22 .
|θ − θ|
e
θ
∆
θ

6.2

The case of well-separated eigenvalues

Theorem 6.2. Fix a Hermitian operator H with eigenvectors vi and eigenvalues λi such that |λi − λj | ≥ α for
n
all i 6= j. Then there exists a BQ · SPACE(O(log α
)) algoe and D
e
rithm that with probability 1 −  outputs matrices U
e
e
such that U is  close to a unitary matrix U , D is  close to
a positive, diagonal matrix D and H = U † DU .
Proof: The algorithm calls the consistent phase estimation
protocol, and the approximated spectrum protocol defined
in Section 5. We use the same shift for all the different
invocations of these protocols, i.e., we first choose one shift,
and all subsequent protocols use this fixed shift.
• We call the approximated spectrum algorithm, guaranteed by Theorem 5.2, with accuracy α0 < α and

error 0 (0 and α0 will be defined later). The mae is obtained by putting the approximated spectrix D
trum on the diagonal. Clearly, except for probability
e ≤ nα0 .
0 , D − D
e , notice that the i’th column of U is vi . We
• For U
e column by column. For the i’th
output the matrix U
column, we first compute and keep the section numei ) of the i’th approximated eigenvalue, as comber s(λ
puted by the approximated spectrum algorithm. We
then use quantum-state tomography for pure-states as
guaranteed by Theorem 6.1. When the tomography
procedure calls the black-box algorithm for constructing the pure state, we do the following: We repeatedly
call the consistent phase estimation procedure of Section 5.2 (up to n2 times) with accuracy α0 < α and
error 0 (to be determined later) and measure the secei ), and then
tion register S, until we get the section s(λ
we use the vector in register I.
Notice that once fixing the shift, calling the consistent
phase estimation procedure creates a fixed mixed state represented by some fixed density matrix that we shall denote
τ . Similarly, the reduced state conditioned on register S
ei ) is also some fixed mixed state represented by
being s(λ
some fixed density matrix that we shall denote τi . It is this
density matrix the quantum state tomography procedure approximates.
It follows from Section 5.2 that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
√
kτi − |vi , 0, s(λi )ihvi , 0, s(λi )|ktr ≤ O(n 0 ).
The second item of Theorem 6.1 now implies that except
for probability 2−n the quantum state tomography algorithm approximates
the representation of the pure state vi
√
with O(n3 0 ) accuracy in the `∞ norm.
Picking α0 = min {α/2, /n} and 0 = 2 /n10 , the algo√
e such that U
e −U
= O(n3 0 ) =
rithm outputs a matrix U
∞

e − U = O().
O(/n2 ), hence U
Applying the shift and truncate method on this algorithm,
one gets a quantum algorithm that with probability 1 −
e such that U − U
e ≤  as
 outputs one fixed matrix U
desired.
The running time of the algorithm is clearly polynomial:
For each i, we run a quantum state tomography that takes
poly(n/) oracle calls, each requiring up to n2 executions
of the consistent phase estimation protocol. Similarly, for
the space complexity we need several registers that take
O(log(n/)) space. They include: running over i, running
over the index j of vi in the quantum state tomography protocol, running the quantum state tomography protocol itself,
the n2 executions of the consistent phase estimation when
implementing an oracle call of the quantum state tomography protocol, and the consistent phase estimation protocol
itself. Altogether the space complexity is O(log(n/)).
Finally, it is easy to see that if H is well conditioned then
e D−1 U
e † is a good approximation to H −1 .
U
Corollary 6.1. Assume H = U DU † as above and fure − U ≤ 2 .
e − D ≤  and U
thermore sn (H) ≥ , D
eD
e −1 U
e † ≤ 3.
Then H −1 − U

We conclude with the proof of Theorem 1.2:


0 A
A† 0
Then, assuming A = U DV with U, V unitary and D positive
and diagonal, we have
  †


 
U 0
0 D
U
0
·
.
H=
·
†
†
0 V
D
0
0 V



Proof: Given A define the Hermitian matrix H =

Thus, we can read U, V and D from the decomposition of H.
The proof now follows from the Hermitian case and Theorem
6.2.

6.3

The general case

We employ techniques from [5] to show:

.

where s(i) is the section of λi . Step (2) creates a density
√
(2)
matrix ρ(2) that is O( 0 ) close to the density matrix ρideal
of the pure state:
s
X
ζe
ζe
αi |vi iI |s(i)iS ⊗[ |0iA + 1 − ( )2 |1iA ]⊗ 0 E .
λ
λ
i
i
i
Reversing the consistent phase estimation procedure reverses each |vi iI |s(i)iS separately close to |vi iI ⊗ 0 S , and
altogether step (3) creates a density matrix ρ(3) that is
√
(3)
O( 0 ) close to the density matrix ρideal of the pure state
s
X
ζe
ζe
αi |vi iI ⊗[ |0iA + 1 − ( )2 |1iA ]⊗ 0 E ⊗ 0 S .
λi
λi
i
(3)

Theorem 6.3. Fix a Hermitian operator H with 1 ≥ s1 ≥
sn ≥ ζ. Let  > 0. Then there exists a BQ · SPACE(O(log n+
log −1 + log ζ −1 )) algorithm that given v, with probability 1 − 2−n outputs a value that is  close to H −1 |vi ,
and a mixed state that is O() close to the density matrix
1
H −1 v H −1 v .
kH −1 vk2
Proof: As before we pick a random shift that is used throughout the protocol and fix it.
We first describe a basic protocol that is later used as a
building block. We have registers I, E, S as in Section 5, and
also an additional one qubit register A. We do the following:

In the ideal mixture ρideal , when we measure register A
and conditioning on getting 0, we fall into a state proportional to:
X αi
(4)
|vi i .
φideal = H −1 |vi =
λi
i
with probability
def
∆ideal = ζe2

2. We then implement in low space a transformation over
S⊗A mapping |s, 0iS⊗A , where s is the section number
e the eigenvalue associated with it, and when λ
e≥
and λ
q
e
e
def
e < ζe
ζe = ζ , 0 close to |si ⊗[ ζ |0i + 1 − ( ζ )2 |1i] (if λ
2

e
λ

e
λ

we apply the identity transformation). One way of
implementing this is as follows:
e Approximate (λ)
e −1 with 0 accuracy
(a) Calculate λ.
(notice that this is possible by Claim 6.1).
(b) Approximate the four entriesqof the 2 × 2 rotation
map rotating |0i to

ζe
e
λ

|0i +

1 − ( λeζ )2 |1i.
e

4. Measure register A.
Repeat the above procedure until the measurement in
Step (4) returns 0, and then output register I.
We now analyze the basic
the
P protocol: suppose we apply
basic protocol on v =
αi vi . Let us denote by ρ(i) , for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, the density matrix of the mixture created after
the i’th step. Step (1) creates a density matrix ρ(1) that is
√
(1)
O( 0 ) close to the density matrix ρideal of the pure state
X
αi |vi iI |s(i)iS ⊗ 0 E ⊗ 0 A ,
i

.

=

1
kH −1 vk2

H −1 v

H −1 v .

Let ∆ denote the probability we get 0 in the
√ actual process ρ(3) . We saw that |∆ − ∆ideal | ≤ O( 0 ). Repeating the basic protocol poly( n0 ) times, we can (w.h.p.) ap√
proximate ∆ with 0 accuracy.
Therefore, we can also
√
approximate ∆ideal with O( 0 ) accuracy.
Therefore, we
√
0
2
can approximate H −1 |vi with O( ζ 2 ) accuracy. Taking
0 = O(2 ζ 4 ), we approximate H −1 |vi with O() accuracy.
√
Moreover, ∆ideal ≥ ζe2 and therefore ∆ ≥ ∆0 − O( 0 ) ≥
Ω(ζ 2 ). Thus, repeating the basic protocol O( ζn2 ) times, we
almost surely (except for probability 2−n ) get 0 in one of the
attempts. Moreover, let ρ(4) be the mixed state obtained
by applying step (4) on ρ(3) and conditioned on getting 0.
Then,

(c) Use Theorem 4.2 to simulate the transformation
with 0 accuracy.
3. Reverse the consistent phase estimation procedure on
registers I⊗E.

2

Notice that ∆ideal is at least Ω(ζ 2 ). Also, the reduced density matrix conditioned on getting a zero is
ρideal

1. We apply the consistent phase estimation procedure
from Section 5.2 with 0 and α0 to be determined later,
and get a vector in I⊗E⊗S.

X αi2
= ζe2 H −1 |vi
λ2i

ρ(4) − ρideal
Thus, ρ

(4)

≤ O(
tr

√
0
) = O().
2
ζ

is O() close to the state H −1 |vi normalized.

Having that, we can apply H −1 on ei to learn the i’th
column of H. Using quantum state tomography on the state
(which we can repeatedly generate) we learn the i’th column
of H, and doing it for all columns we learn the matrix H.
Formally,
Theorem 6.4. Fix a Hermitian operator H with 1 ≥ s1 ≥
sn ≥ ζ. Let  > 0. Then there exists a BQ · SPACE(O(log n+
log −1 + log ζ −1 )) algorithm that with probability 1 −  outputs one matrix (depending only on the input and offline
randomness) that approximates the matrix H −1 with  accuracy in the `1 norm.

Proof: Let ei be the all zero vector except in the i’th coordinate. We run the above procedure on v = ei , repeatedly
generating (w.h.p.) the mixture ρ(4) that is O(0 ) close to the
H −1 |vi
, for 0 = Θ(/n4 ).
density matrix of the pure state H
k −1 |vik
Running quantum state tomography on ρ(4) we approximate
−1
|vi
the representation of H
with O(n2 0 ) = O(/n2 ) ackH −1 |vik
curacy in the `∞ norm, as guaranteed by the second item of
Theorem 6.1.
Also, we can estimate H −1 |vi with 0 accuracy, and
therefore we can also approximate the entries of the vector H −1 |vi itself with O(/n2 ) accuracy in the `∞ norm.
The theorem now follows by noticing that H −1 ei is the vector corresponding to the i’th column of H −1 . Running the
procedure for i = 1, . . . , n we output approximations of the
columns of the matrix H −1 one by one with  accuracy in
the `1 norm as required.
Finally, using the shift and truncate method, we get an
algorithm that with probability 1 −  outputs one matrix
(depending only on the input and offline randomness) that
is  close to H −1 in the `1 norm.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on Theorem 6.4 in a
similar way to the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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APPENDIX
A.

APPROXIMATING TWO-LEVEL TRANSFORMATIONS

Proof: (Of Claim 4.2) The two-level unitary U = eiH acts
non-trivially on a 2 × 2 subspace Wk,` = Span{|ki , |`i}
spanned by two vectors in the computational basis {|ji}n
j=1 .
Our goal is to approximate U using only CNOT and singlequbit operations. Now,
• Following [7, Section 4.5.2] the problem can be reduced
to implementing controlled-NOT and controlled-U̇ operations, where the control is over multiple qubits, and
U̇ is the 2 × 2 unitary transformation defined by U on
Wk,` .
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• To implement the controlled-U̇ with multiple control
bits, we again follow, e.g, [7, Section 4.3], and find three
single-qubit unitary operators A, B and C such that
ABC = I and AXBXC = U̇ . Then the problem of
implementing controlled-U̇ with multiple control bits
is reduced to implementing controlled-X (i.e., CNOT)
with multiple control bits, that we already solved.
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To follow this recipe we first need to approximate the 2×2
matrix representing U̇ . We can do that by finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H on Wk,` with  accuracy, then
exponentiating the eigenvalues and computing the unitary
2 × 2 matrix.


v1,1 v1,2
Given a matrix
representing the 2 × 2 univ2,1 v2,2
tary U̇ , our goal is to find the required operators A, B and C.
This can be done by finding approximations to real numbers
α, β, γ and δ such that

U̇

=

ei(α−β/2−δ/2) cos γ2
ei(α+β/2−δ/2) sin γ2

−ei(α−β/2+δ/2) sin γ2
−ei(α+β/2+δ/2) cos γ2


,

and then following the formula given in the proof of [7,
Corollary 4.2]. By computing
det(U̇ )

= v1,1 v2,2 − v1,2 v2,1
= −e2iα cos(γ),

˙ )|).
we approximate γ up to sign (because | cos(γ)| = |det((U
For each of the two solutions for γ, we find α and then solve
the remaining equations to approximate β and δ.
The above procedure can be worked out with  accuracy
in space O(log n + log −1 ), using the fact that the basic
arithmetic operations are in L and the explicit nature of the
Taylor sums of the Trigonometric functions.

